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How to Calculate Tax on your 
Cryptocurrency Earnings for 

2017-2018 
Disclaimer: CoinCrunch is not authorised to give any tax advice. For specific questions we 
strongly recommend speaking with a tax professional. 

At the time of this writing (14-March-2018), there are no specific regulations around 
cryptocurrency trading in India. The following guide has been prepared after consultation with 
chartered Accountants and experts in the field. There are some underlying assumptions taken 
while preparing the guide. If you feel the assumptions do not apply to you, we recommend you 
speak to a tax adviser. 


Assumptions: 
1. The tax payer using this guide in a citizen of India, 18 years or older and is liable to pay taxes 

in India.

2. Cryptocurrencies are being treated as Assets and not currencies for the tax calculations

3. Tax payers have acquired cryptocurrencies through buying it from exchanges or receiving an 

airdrop. Any other source of acquisition like Mining is not considered for this guide.

4. The following calculations are limited for buyers who started crypto trading after April 1, 2017. 

We will cover Short term capital gain taxes for the fiscal year 2017-2018. 

5. Since there are no regulations, we are considering all crypto-assets as a single 

investment. Your BTC, ETH, LTC all under one bucket.  

What This Guide will Answer: 
1. What is your taxable income from cryptocurrencies and how the tax on it should be 

calculated. 

2. How to handle transactions done on Crypto-to-Crypto Exchanges like Binance, Bittrex, and 

paying tax on the profit from there. (Check FAQ)

3. What to do if transaction details are not available for crypto-to-crypto conversion on websites 

like Coinswitch, changelly or shapeshift. (Check FAQ)

4. How to carry forward your holdings to the next fiscal year? (Check FAQ)


Before we begin Download this Spreadsheet  
If you cannot click the above link, copy paste it to the browser - 

http://coincrunch.in/Calculating-gains-on-Crypto-CoinCrunch.xlsx

The sheet includes pivot tables, if you use Mac, we advise to upload the sheet on google docs 
and use it for calculations. 


Step by Step Guide: 
Please note that this task is going to take some time, maybe hours or days, it depends on the 
volume of your trade. We recommend to not skip any step or skim through the article. Follow each 
step and only when one step is completed, move to the next one. Please download the 
spreadsheet before beginning 


http://coincrunch.in/Calculating-gains-on-Crypto-CoinCrunch.xlsx
http://coincrunch.in/Calculating-gains-on-Crypto-CoinCrunch.xlsx
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Step 1: Get Your Fiat/INR based transaction Details on a 
Spreadsheet 
This is possibly the most time consuming task.


Gather your transaction history from all Indian exchanges, get details of every single 
transaction done with INR. To get that, you might have to contact the exchange by raising a 
support ticket or download it from the exchange website. At the time of this writing Koinex and 
Coinome are the only incumbents providing the facility of getting your transaction details on a 
spreadsheet. Coindelta will provide the same if you create a ticket. You must contact the other 
exchanges for your transaction details. 


Step 2: Get the totals of your transactions  
Now, that you have your transaction details, you have to get your grand totals on each exchange 
per coin. Fill up the sheet ‘INR Based transactions’ in the attached document with the totals as 
shown in the screenshot below. Make sure you have entered totals from each and every exchange 
and for each and every coin. 


Note: This will take care of your arbitrage trading as well. Notice that on Coindelta, Qtum only has 
a sale value and not a buy value, similar for ETH on Zebpay.


Step 3: Check the final INR Profit/Loss 
Open sheet ‘INR Total’ to see your final totals of INR based transactions, irrespective of 
exchanges.


http://coincrunch.in/Calculating-gains-on-Crypto-CoinCrunch.xlsx
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Note down the Total Profit from your INR transactions, the loss will be shown as negative. It is 
okay if you have incurred loss. In most cases where people are holding their assets, it will also 
show a loss here. 





Step 4: Valuation of Your Current Holdings: 
If you haven’t sold off all your cryptocurrencies by the end of 31-March-2018, your holdings 
should be considered for the taxation purposes. Enter your current holdings into the ‘Fair 
Holdings’ Sheet. 

Note: If you hold tokens that turned out to be scams, please do not enter them here, we will get to 
that. 


1. Airdropped tokens should be added as well.

2. If you hold tokens that still haven’t been listed on exchanges, enter their current value as Zero. 


Step 5: Valuation of your loss in scams: 
Nobody is safe from scams. You might have invested into an ICO like Giza, or telegram 
foundation, which turned out to be scams. Or you were scammed into sending tokens/coins to an 
address and you never received them back. These are your losses and they should be 
considered. 


Enter the details of your losses in scams in the ‘Scammed’ Sheet:

Step 6: Final Calculations of Profit/Loss: 
The final formula for calculating the profit in the year 2017-2018 from crypto is this:
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Profit = Profit in INR transactions + Current Value of Holdings - Total Loss in Scam


Enter the totals in the ‘Final Totals’ Sheet to get your total profit. 


Note: If the value is negative, it means you are at a loss. Please consult a tax professional to help 
you book loss while filing your tax return. 





Step 7: Calculating the Tax on your profit: 
Since we only consider the transactions between 01-April-2017 to 31-March-2018, all of the 
crypto profits come under short term capital gain. If you are a day trader and are trading huge 
volumes on a day to day basis, this could be considered business income. 


In both cases, you have to pay taxes on your profit based on your income tax slab. If you have 
any other source of income like salary or business, your crypto gains will be added to the total 
taxable income on Income tax returns. 


http://coincrunch.in
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Example: 

If Tom’s total taxable income from salary in 2017-18 is 340000 and Tom’s earning from 
cryptocurrency is 180000 then Tom’s total taxable income is 520000. 


Hence Tom will be in the 20% Tax bucket. Tom’s total payable tax will be: 16500/- + Service 
charges. 


Important Information: 
1. IT IS ALWAYS RECOMMENDED TO MAINTAIN RECORDS OF ALL YOUR TRADES WHETHER IT IS 

CRYPTO TO CRYPTO OR CRYPTO TO INR.THIS IS HIGHLY ADVISABLE AS THE ENTIRE CRYPTO 

WORLD IS MOVING TOWARDS COMPLIANCE OF REGULATIONS. NO PROFESSIONAL CAN HELP 

YOU WITHOUT THESE.  

2. LAST DATE FOR FILING IT RETURN FOR AY 2016-17 & 2017-18 IS 31.03.2018, IF YOU HAVEN’T 

FILED YOUR IT RETURNS FROM THE PAST YEARS AND HAVEN’T PAID TAX ON YOUR CRYPTO 

PROFITS FROM PAST YEARS, THIS IS YOUR ONLY CHANCE TO SET THE RECORD STRAIGHT. 

PLEASE DO IT.  

FAQ 
1. Why did we assume all crypto-assets as single investment and not individual? 

There are no regulations on how your crypto holdings should be reported. Most of the users have 
used exchanges like Binance, Bittrex or websites like Coinswitch, shape shift or changelly to 
convert one coin to another. All of these transactions are difficult to track. So we came up with a 
simple solution to handle it. 




2. I sent some BTC to a crypto-to-crypto exchange and made profits in BTC? 

Income Tax Rate

Upto 250000 No Tax

250001 - 500000 5%

500001 - 100000 20%

100001 onwards 30%

http://coincrunch.in
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In our calculations you don’t have to worry about it. As we are considering the entire crypto 
assets list into one single investment it doesn’t matter which coin was converted to which coin. All 
that matters is how much you bought and sold with INR and how much you hold right now. 


However, we recommend keeping details of all your transactions handy for the tax man, if ever 
they call you. 


3. My exchange charged me fees for deposits and withdrawals. Isn’t that a loss? 

It certainly is a loss to you. You can calculate the amount you paid in fees in INR for deposits and 
withdrawals and subtract them from the taxable income. 


4. What about the fees paid in Crypto deposits and withdrawals? 

The fees you pay in crypto withdrawals are technically included in the calculations. For example.


you bought 0.101 BTC on Koinex for 70100 INR and sent it to Coindelta. 

You received 0.1 BTC on Coindelta and you sold it for 71000


According to our guide, your profit will be 900 INR only, since the fees are included. 


In other example, if you did not sell your 0.1 BTC on Coindelta. And let us say the current value is 
72000. 


According to our guide, your accrued profit is 1900 INR only based on your holdings, hence the 
fees are absorbed in it. 


5. How do I carry forward by holdings to the next year? 

Whatever you hold at the end of 31-Mar-2018 and its current value will be the initial value of your 
crypto in the year 2018-2019. 


If you bought BTC at 12 lacs in 2017-18, but on 31-Mar-2018, the value is 7 lacs. You book 5 lacs 
loss in 2017-18. 


In 2018-19, if you sell the BTC for 9 lacs, you will book profit for 2 lacs as the initial value is 7 lacs 
at the start of the year. i.e 01-April-2018. 


6. I have more questions on taxation 

Contact Yuva Rajesh on Telegram @YuvaRajesh or the Crypto tax India channel @CryptoTaxIndia


http://www.t.me/yuvarajesh
http://www.t.me/cryptotaxindia
http://coincrunch.in

